Kidney Cancer in Rural Illinois: Lower Incidence Yet Higher Mortality Rates.
To determine if rural status was associated with kidney and renal pelvis cancer (KCa) incidence and mortality in Illinois while controlling for known KCa risk factors and access to care variables. Age-adjusted KCa incidence rates from 1991 to 2010 were calculated from Illinois State Cancer Registry data. Age-adjusted KCa mortality rates were obtained from health statistics embedded within SEER*Stat. Rural Urban Continuum Codes designated Illinois' 102 counties as urban, rural adjacent to, and rural non-adjacent to a metropolitan area. County-level demographics and physician density were obtained from the Area Health Resource File. Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System data were used for smoking, obesity, and hypertension prevalence. Analysis of variance, correlation, and regression analyses were used. The incidence of KCa was found to be higher among urban compared to rural counties after controlling for known risk factors (P < .01). A larger proportion of cases were diagnosed at a localized stage in urban counties (<0.01). Mortality rates were significantly higher in rural counties (P = .02). The final regression model found rural status, higher incidence rate, fewer with localized stage at diagnosis, and lower urologist density to be variables significantly associated with higher KCa mortality. KCa incidence was higher in urban counties whereas mortality was higher in rural counties. The higher number of KCa cases diagnosed at a localized stage in urban counties and lower urologist density in rural counties suggest that poorer access to care may contribute to higher KCa mortality in rural Illinois. Telemedicine may be an opportunity to improve this disparity.